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Unimolecular dynamics from kinetic energy release distributions.
V. How does the efficiency of phase space sampling vary
with internal energy?

A. Hoxha, R. Locht, A. J. Lorquet, J. C. Lorquet, and B. Leyha)

Département de Chimie, B6c, Universite´ de Liège, Sart-Tilman, B-4000 Lie`ge 1, Belgium

~Received 19 July 1999; accepted 1 September 1999!

A retarding field technique coupled with a quadrupole mass analyzer has been used to obtain the
kinetic energy release distributions~KERDs! for the C2H3Br1→@C2H3#

11Br dissociation as a
function of internal energy. The KERDs obtained by dissociative photoionization using the He~I!,
Ne~I!, and Ar~II! resonance lines were analyzed by the maximum entropy method and were found
to be well described by introducing a single dynamical constraint, namely the relative translational
momentum of the fragments.Ab initio calculations reveal the highly fluxional character of the C2H3

1

ion. As the energy increases, several vibrational modes are converted in turn into large-amplitude
motions. Our main result is that, upon increasing internal energy, the fraction of phase space
sampled by the pair of dissociating fragments is shown to first decrease, pass through a shallow
minimum around 75%, and then increase again, reaching almost 100% at high internal energies~8
eV!. This behavior at high internal energies is interpreted as resulting from the conjugated effect of
intramolecular vibrational redistribution~IVR! and radiationless transitions among potential energy
surfaces. Our findings are consistent with the coincidence data of Miller and Baer, reanalyzed here,
and with the KERD of the metastable dissociation. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Statistical theories of mass spectra assume that the i
nal energy of an ionized molecule is completely randomiz
among all available degrees of freedom before the disso
tion takes place. One of the basic present questions in r
tion dynamics is how far this ergodic hypothesis holds. T
distributions of kinetic energy released during the fragm
tation process~KERDs! contain information about the reac
tion dynamics1–10 and provide a complementary and mo
severe test for the validity of the statistical theories of m
spectra than the measurement of the unimolecular reac
rate constants.11

The maximum entropy method12–15 has seldom been
used for the analysis of the KERD data of ionic system
mainly in the form of a surprisal analysis.5,16–22 Only re-
cently have detailed maximum entropy analyses of KER
of ionic systems been reported.23–25

The maximum entropy theory is based on the Bayes
approach of probability. It compares the observed KER
with a reference state called the prior distribution defined
the distribution one can assume without having any spec
information on the system except general conservation la
In simple words, the maximum entropy method compare
measurement with our prior knowledge and extracts ad
tional information from the observed discrepancies.

In the prior distribution, constrained only by the tot
energy conservation law, all isoenergetic product states
equally populated. In the actual distribution, energy rando
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ization is expected to be as extensive as possible subje
the dynamical constraints that operate on the system.
maximum entropy analysis permits an identification of t
dynamical constraints which preclude the distribution fro
being completely statistical.

We have investigated the bromine loss from vinyl br
mide ions,

C2H3Br1→C2H3
11Br, ~1!

which is by far the most important dissociation channel
this ion in the 10–20 eV photon energy range. This react
has been studied by Miller and Baer with internal ener
selection using threshold photoion–photoelectron coin
dence spectroscopy~TPIPECO!.26 Based on scaling argu
ments, they concluded that the dissociation is statistical u
2.1 eV above the threshold. In this paper we attempt to
rive a quantitative measurement of the statistical characte
the dissociation process by the maximum entropy method
practice, we first measure the kinetic energy release distr
tion of the fragments resulting from dissociative ionizatio
This experimental distribution is then compared with t
prior distribution and information concerning nonstatistic
behavior is deduced. Particular attention is paid to the in
ence of the internal energy on the extent of ergodicity
phase space sampling.

II. EXPERIMENT

Three main approaches exist for obtaining the KERD

~i! Due to a large amplification factor, the metastable d
obtained with a sector instrument provide good qua
kinetic energy distributions, at least for not too larg
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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releases, but with poor internal energy resolution.
~ii ! The time-of-flight TPIPECO approach provides low

quality KERDs but with very good internal energ
resolution so that it is best to restrict it to the determ
nation of the first moment of the distribution as a fun
tion of internal energyE.

~iii ! The approach followed in the present paper is som
what intermediate. Its principle as well as its adva
tages and drawbacks are summarized in the next p
graphs.

The experimental setup has been designed for photoi
photoelectron coincidence measurements at fixed wavele
and is described in more detail elsewhere.27 It consists of a
Lindau-type electron energy analyzer and an ion retard
potential analyzer coupled with a quadrupole mass analy
The effusive gas sample is ionized by photons emitted fr
a rare gas discharge lamp. He~I! ~at 21.21 eV!, Ne~I!
~at 16.67 and 16.85 eV!, and Ar~II! ~at 13.47 eV! resonance
lines have been used for this study. Two kinds of spec
have been recorded.

~1! Ion kinetic energy spectra. The fragment ions are
tarded within the chamber before mass selection. T
true three-dimensional KERD is recovered from the e
perimental retarding potential curve in two steps:~i! the
experimental ion kinetic energy spectrum is first fitted
an appropriate analytical form;~ii ! the fitted function is
differentiated and the derivative is multiplied by a co
recting factor to take into account translational ene
discrimination effects, as explained in Ref. 28. Using t
energy and momentum conservation laws, the KERD
the fragment ion is then converted into the total KER
of both fragments.

As pointed out earlier,28 the ion kinetic energy distribu
tion obtained at this level is affected by the thermal kine
energy distribution of the parent ion that contributes
broaden the ion KERD. However, for reaction~1!, it has
been checked that even for the less energetic dissocia
@Ar~II! line#, the influence of the parent thermal energy
almost negligible~less than 3.5% FWHM!, so that no decon-
volution is necessary.

~2! Photoelectron spectra. The single-photon ionization p
cess is nonselective and leads to a broad distributio
internal energies of the parent ions. This distribution c
be obtained by recording the appropriate photoelect
spectra. For a given dissociation channel, the inter
energy distribution of parent ions giving rise to the fra
ments of interest,D(E), is given by the photoelectron
spectrum multiplied by the branching ratio of th
fragments.29 The branching ratio of the@C2H3#

1 ion has
been calculated from TPIPECO data.30 The measured
KERD, denotedP̃(e), is then given by

P̃~e!5E
e

`

D~E!P~euE!dE, ~2!

wheree is the relative translational energy of the fra
ments andP(euE) is the KERD corresponding to
single internal energyE.
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To summarize, internal energy is not resolved in t
present approach. However, the internal energy distribu
is known at a satisfactory level. The way the KERD is o
tained is more direct and needs less assumptions than
time-of-flight TPIPECO data. Clearly, no ideal method e
ists, so that the best thing to do is to compare data obta
by complementary techniques.

We also studied reaction~1! in the metastable time win
dow, observed in the first field-free region of a forward g
ometry sector mass spectrometer~AEI-MS9!, by using the
accelerating voltage scan technique31 ~V scan!. Due to the
very low value of the kinetic energy released in this diss
ciation, the influence of the parent ion thermal kinetic ene
was taken into account to deconvolute the experime
V-scan spectrum. The KERD is obtained by differentiati
of the deconvoluted spectrum after which the change of
erence frame is taken into account.32

The C2H3Br sample gas~98% purity, inhibited with 200
ppm monoethyl ether hydroquinone! was provided by Ald-
rich Chemical Company Inc. and was used without furth
purification.

III. THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY METHOD

In the idealized case of a completely statistical dissoc
tion, the probability of releasing a translational kinetic e
ergye from a molecular ion having an excess internal ene
E with respect to the dissociation asymptote is called
prior distribution, P0(euE), and is given by the following
formula:1,23–25

P0~euE!5C~E!AeN~E2e!; ~3!

C(E) is a normalization factor andN(E-e) represents the
vibrational–rotational energy level density of the pair of d
sociating fragments, whileAe stands for the three
dimensional density of translational states.

Dynamical constraints prevent the actual KER
P(euE), from being purely statistical. According to th
maximum entropy principle, the observed distribution is th
of the highest entropy among all those that satisfy
constraints.12,13,15,33This leads to

P~euE!5P0~euE!expS 2l02(
r 51

n

l rAr D , ~4!

where l0 and l r are Lagrange parameters andAr are re-
ferred to as constraints or informative observables.

The entropy deficiency,DS, is defined as the differenc
between the entropy of the prior distributionS0 and the en-
tropy of the actual distributionS. It is given by

DS~E!5S02S52l02(
r 51

n

l r^Ar&. ~5!

The entropy deficiency gives access to the fraction
phase space actually sampled by the pair of fragments,
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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noted F, which is given by the relationship
F5exp(2DS).34,35 For a purely statistical dissociation,F
51 ~i.e., 100% phase space sampling!.

As mentioned earlier, our experimental data involve
average over a range of internal energies of the parent
The observed KERD is then given, in its most general fo
by substituting Eq.~4! into Eq. ~2!:

P̃~e!5E
e

`

D~E!P0~euE!expS 2l02(
r 51

n

l r~E!Ar D dE. ~6!

IV. THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION

The prior distributionP0(euE) requires the calculation
of the density of states of the@C2H3#

1 ion according to Eq.
~3!. What makes it a nontrivial exercise is that, at high en
gies, the@C2H3#

1 ion we are dealing with presents an u
usually floppy structure or, more properly, a set of structu
represented in Fig. 1.

Numerous reliableab initio calculations36,37 as well as a
detailed spectroscopic analysis38,39 have established that th
minimum energy structure of the C2H3

1 ion corresponds to a
nonclassical bridged structure belonging to theC2v point
group, which can be described as protonated acetylene, h
after denoted structure1. The classical, Y-shaped, viny
structure H2CCH1 ~denoted2! is found to lie about 0.13 eV
higher in energy and is now believed to be very close t
transition state~denotedTS12! in an internal rotation motion
during which the three hydrogen atoms rotate as an equ
eral triangle about a dumbell of two carbon atoms~Fig. 1!.
During this internal rotation, all of the nuclei remain in th
same plane and there are six equivalent equilibri
conformations.40,41

FIG. 1. Structures of the C2H3
1 ion. Top: most stable nonclassical bridge

structure1 and low-energy classical structure2. Middle part~left!: dynamic
structure, suggested by the spectroscopic analysis as an approximat
TS12; ~right!: dynamic structure suggested by Coulomb explosion imag
Bottom: transition statesTS23 and TS338 detected inab initio calculations
and visualization of the large-amplitude motions associated with their im
nary modes.
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The Coulomb explosion imaging method42 confirms the
picture of a highly fluxional dynamical system,43 but sug-
gests that one of the hydrogen atoms undergoes a circ
orbit around an acetylene core44 ~Fig. 1!.

Dynamical ab initio calculations have emphasized th
fact that the nature of the large-amplitude motions carr
out by the hydrogen atoms depends on the available inte
energy.45,46 The vibrational quantum ground state of C2H3

1

corresponds indeed to the planar nonclassical bridged s
ture 1. However, at higher internal energies, a broad dis
bution of nonplanar structures is observed. This result s
gests that the Coulomb explosion experiments ‘‘probes
ensemble of rovibrationally excited’’ ions.46

In an attempt to investigate the situation in more detai
series ofab initio calculations have been carried out. Th
revealed the existence of an additional minimum of the
tential energy surface, hereafter denoted3, corresponding to
the H3CC1 structure and belonging to theC3v point group.
Furthermore, isomers2 and3 are found to be connected by
transition stateTS23, whereas3 and the equivalent CCH3

1

structure38 are connected by a third transition stateTS338.
Both are represented in Fig. 1. In order to check the stab
of the predictions, calculations have been carried out w
the GAUSSIAN system of programs47 at nine levels of accu-
racy. Only the three best ones are reported here. Using
usual conventions,48 they are described by the following ac
ronyms:

~A! B3LYP/cc-pVTZ ~102 basis functions!;
~B! QCISD/6-31111G(3d f ,2pd)//QCISD/6-3111G

(d,p) ~123 basis functions!;
~C! QCISD/aug-cc-pVTZ//QCISD/aug-cc-pVDZ~161

basis functions!.
The relative energy of the various stationary points,

cluding zero-point energy corrections, is reported in Table
The independence of the results from the nature of the b
set and from the way the correlation energy is calculated
remarkable, except for the relative energy of structures1 and
2, which is known to require a very elaborate treatment
the correlation energy.

It should be noted that each transition state structure
dicates the onset of a regime where a CH bending mod
replaced by a large-amplitude motion.

According to the recommendations of Scott a
Radom,49 the vibrational modes of all of the stationary poin
have been calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G~d! level and after-
ward scaled by a factor of 0.9806. Those of the lowe
energy structure1 will now be reviewed.

~1! Q1(b2) is the ring deformation at 350 cm21. Above 0.12

to
.

i-

TABLE I. Energies~in eV! of stationary points of C2H3
1 detected inab

initio calculations. See the text for the definition of the methods used.

Structure Symmetry Method A Method B Method C

1 C2v 0 0 0
2'TS12 C2v /Cs 0.03 0.14 0.12

3 C3v 2.06 2.03 2.00
TS23 Cs 2.14 2.10 2.08
TS338 D3h 4.58 4.52 4.52
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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eV, it transforms into an in-plane internal rotor having
rotational constant of 4 cm21 and a symmetry numbe
equal to 6. This mode, represented in Fig. 1, has b
extensively studied by Escribano and Bunker40 and by
Hougen.41

~2! Q2(a2) is the out-of-plane CH antisymmetric bend
587 cm21. Above 2.1 eV, it is assumed to transform in
an out-of-plane internal rotor having a rotational co
stant of 6 cm21 and a symmetry number equal to 3. Th
transformation takes place via transition stateTS23, rep-
resented in Fig. 1.

~3! Q3(b1) is the out-of-plane CH symmetric bend at 78
cm21. Above 4.5 eV, it transforms into a back-and-for
motion of an H3 ring encircling the CC axis. The ampli
tude is large and takes place over the barrier of a dou
minimum potential. The corresponding transition state
denotedTS338 and is represented in Fig. 1.

~4! Q4(a1) is the in-plane CH symmetric bend at 889 cm21.
~5! Q5(b2) is the in-plane CH antisymmetric bend at 11

cm21.
~6! Q6(a1) is the CC stretch at 1925 cm21.
~7! Q7(a1) is the symmetric stretch~at 2268 cm21! between

the bridging hydrogen and a heavy acetylene framewo
The reaction coordinate of the lowest dissociation p
C2H3

1→C2H2
11H (De54.39 eV) has a major compo

nent on this mode.
~8! Q8(b2) is the CH antisymmetric stretch. It has be

observed38 as a fundamental vibration at 3142 cm21

~whereas the calculated value is 3173 cm21!.
~9! Q9(a1) is the in plane CH symmetric stretch at 327

cm21.

The calculated rotational constants agree very well w
the observed values. One hasBy513.34 cm21, Bz

51.14 cm21, andBx51.05 cm21, z being the symmetry axis
andy being parallel to the CC axis. The rotation aroundz has
a symmetry number equal to 2.

The rovibrational density of states of the C2H3
1 ion has

been calculated by the Beyer–Swinehart algorithm.1,50,51The
anharmonicity ofQ7 has been taken into account. The alg
rithm has been extended to allowQ1 , Q2 , andQ3 to change
their nature above a certain critical energy, as descri
above.

However, even with these improvements, the reliabi
of such a calculation can be questioned when the inte
energy of the C2H3

1 ion is as large as 8 eV, as in some of t
experiments reported in this paper. Then, the hydrogen
oms are no longer localized to regions near an equilibri
configuration but undergo exceedingly large-amplitude m
tions. Therefore, to simulate such a highly fluxional syste
the calculation of the energy-level density has been car
out in an alternative way. The CH bonds are described
three three-dimensional oscillators with cylindric
symmetry.52 Thus, the model consists of one harmonic C
bond ~identical with Q6 above!, three anharmonic CH
stretching modes having a frequency of 2896 cm21 ~an av-
erage value ofQ7 , Q8 , andQ9! and a dissociation limit a
4.39 eV, six anharmonic CH bending modes having a
quency of 624 cm21 ~an average value ofQ1 to Q5 plusBy!
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and converging to a limit at 4.5 eV~at which the three hy-
drogens scramble freely!. The two overall rotations abou
axesx andz are added to this set. It is gratifying to note tha
at an internal energy as high as 8.5 eV, the energy-le
densities calculated by the two methods differ by less tha
factor of 2.

The other fragment, the bromine atom, can be form
either in the2P1/2 or the 2P3/2 spin–orbit levels, which are
separated by 0.45 eV. Both were included in our calculat
of the prior distribution, with their respective statistic
weights.

V. RESULTS

A. One-photon dissociative ionization

Figure 2 represents the experimental KERDs obtain
with the three available resonance lines. Their average
netic energies are given in Table II. Figure 2 also displa
the prior distribution averaged over the sampled domain
internal energy. The discrepancies with respect to the exp

FIG. 2. Kinetic energy release distributions,P̃(e) ~in eV21!, obtained for
the C2H3Br1→@C2H3#

11Br dissociation with He~I!, Ne~I!, and Ar~II! reso-
nance lines. Solid line: experimental; dashed line: least-squares fit to
functional form given by Eq.~7!; dotted line: prior KERD averaged over th
internal energy distribution.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9263J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 20, 22 November 1999 Phase space sampling. V
mental data indicate the occurrence of nonstatistical effe
Therefore a maximum entropy analysis was attempted.

All distributions are expected to be accounted for by
use of a single constraint since they are broad and do
show any fine structure. Actually, as can be seen in Fig
the experimental KERDs can be reasonably well fitted to
following equation, using a least-squares algorithm:

P̃~e!5E
e

`

D~E!P0~euE!exp~2l0!exp@2l1~E!Ae#dE,

~7!

where the value of the Lagrange multiplierl1 is energy de-
pendent.

In order to achieve a satisfactory fit of the experimen
KERDs and due to the broad range of internal energ
sampled in some of the experiments, it was necessary to
the variation ofl1 with energy into account. A Gaussia
dependence,

l1~E!5a1 expF2S E

a2
D 2G , ~8!

was found to be appropriate. From Fig. 3 it is clearly se
that with increasing energy the constraint becomes less
fective and drops to near zero at very high internal energ

The fit is somewhat worse for the KERD obtained w
the Ne~I! resonance line than for He~I! and Ar~II!. However,
we found no other constraint that gave a better fit. A co
petitive dissociation mechanism involving an autoionizi
state situated at 16.85 eV and observed by absorp
spectroscopy53 can be invoked in that case. This energy
resonant with one of the components of the Ne~I! doublet
resonance line and the consequences of such a situation

TABLE II. Average excess internal energies and average kinetic en
releases observed with different resonance lines.

Resonance line ^Eexcess& ~eV! ^e& ~eV!

He~I! 3.15 0.132
Ne~I! 2.49 0.109
Ar~II ! 0.76 0.073

FIG. 3. Variation of the Lagrange parameterl1 ~in eV21/2! with excess
internal energyE derived from the KERDs measured with the three re
nance lines: He~I! ~solid line!, Ne~I! ~dashed!, and Ar~II! ~dashed–dotted
line!.
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be analyzed in a forthcoming publication.53 Nevertheless,
even in this case, the agreement is sufficiently good to c
clude that direct ionization is the dominant mechanism. T
KERD determined with the Ar~II! line is closer to the aver-
aged prior distribution~Fig. 2! than in the other two cases
This results from the fact that, when the internal energy
low, the average value ofl1e1/2 is very small and the influ-
ence of the constraint is almost negligible.

On the whole, the data contained in Fig. 2 can be
counted for by a single constraint, viz.e1/2. This observation
has to be related to the ‘‘momentum gap law,’’54,55 which
has been suggested to control the vibrational predissocia
dynamics of halogenobenzene and pyridine ions.24,25The ef-
fect of this constraint is that states with large translatio
energy are disfavored and the energy in excess with res
to the dissociation asymptote is preferentially channeled
rovibrational energy of the fragments.

The main result of the present article is given in Fig.
which shows the fraction of phase space sampled as a f
tion of internal energy. It is obvious that, while for low an
high internal energies the allowed phase space is alm
completely sampled, at intermediate energies the acces
portion is reduced. In that range, the situation is not pur
ergodic. However, a 75% efficiency is still reached and
dissociation can be considered to be nearly statistical. S
lar efficiencies were observed in the metastable window
the halogenobenzene and pyridine cations.23–25

The quality of the various fits performed is not as go
as that previously obtained in the analysis of metasta
dissociations.23–25This is certainly related to the width of th
energy range sampled in the present experiments. Howe
we do not draw any conclusion from isolated data but o
from the comparison of three independent sets of data
tained with different resonance lines and correspond
therefore to different internal energy contents. The qu
good overlap between the results deduced from these t
experiments pleads in favor of the reliability of the metho
In addition, as now shown in the next paragraph, our data
in very good agreement with those of Miller and Baer26 in
the energy domain investigated by these authors.

y

-

FIG. 4. Efficiency of phase space sampling exp(2DS) as a function of
excess internal energyE. Curves: excitation resulting from various reso
nance lines: He~I! ~solid line!, Ne~I! ~dashed–dotted line! and Ar~II!
~dashed!. Open symbols with error bars: values of exp(2DS) derived from
TPIPECO experiments of Miller and Baer~Ref. 26!. The dot atE50 results
from the analysis of the metastable transition~this work!.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Internal energy-resolved average kinetic energy
releases

In the framework of the maximum entropy method, t
knowledge of the constraints and of the Lagrange parame
is sufficient to completely define the experimental KER
Having determined the unique constraint and the variation
the l1(E) parameter with internal energy, we are now ab
to recover internal energy-resolved data. At each partic
energy, the KERD that should have been observed in
energy-resolved experiment~typically PIPECO9! can simply
be calculated by:

P~euE!5
AeN~E2e!exp@2l02l1~E!Ae#

*0
EAeN~E2e!exp@2l02l1~E!Ae#de

. ~9!

The average kinetic energy releases calculated by

^e&5E
0

E

eP~euE!de ~10!

are plotted as a function of the excess energyE in Fig. 5. The
three curves are calculated independently usingl1 values
extracted from the analysis of the He~I!, Ne~I!, and Ar~II!
data, respectively. They are in very good agreement w
each other as well as with the TPIPECO values of Miller a
Baer.26

As an alternative, the reverse procedure is also poss
The value ofl1 ~and hence ofe2DS! can be obtained by
fitting to Eq.~10! the values of̂e& determined by Miller and
Baer in their energy-resolved measurements.26 The results
are reported in Fig. 4. At an internal energyE50.28 eV, we
find e2DS50.99. The efficiency of phase space sampl
then decreases regularly as a function ofE and reaches a
value of about 70% whenE52.13 eV. An excellent agree
ment is observed between these discrete data and the c
derived from the maximum entropy analysis of our ow
KERDs.

C. The metastable transition

The point at nearly zero excess internal energy in Fig
results from a study of reaction~1! in the metastable time
range sampled in a tandem mass spectrometer. The fra

FIG. 5. Average kinetic energy release as a function of excess energy
open symbols with error bars are taken from Ref. 26. The lines are ca
lated according to Eq.~10! with l1 values obtained from, respectively, He~I!
~solid line!, Ne~I! ~dashed!, and Ar~II! ~dashed–dotted line! data.
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of phase space has been calculated by relating the valu
e2DS to the position and the value of the maximum of t
KERD using a general method reported elsewhere.56 The
metastable dissociation is characterized by an unkno
range of internal energies. In the present case, however
average kinetic energy released is extremely low~0.002 eV!,
so that it can be argued that the metastable dissociation
curs very close to the threshold with a very narrow inter
energy distribution. From the calculation of the metasta
transmission function,57 the rate constant at the most pro
able internal energy is equal to 3.53105 s21. A RRKM rate
constant calculation at threshold including the external ro
around the reaction axis leads tok(E0)51/hN(E0)57.5
3104 s21 and supports the idea that the time window acc
sible in this experiment~2.1–3.8ms! samples the threshold
energy region.

VI. DISCUSSION

The quantitye2DS measures the degree of phase sp
sampling~or ‘‘exploration’’!34,35 with respect to the uniform
situation postulated by statistical theories of unimolecu
reactivity. Two questions arise now. First, how is the ma
mum entropy method related to alternative approaches
analyzing the KERDs? Second, doese2DS really measure
the efficiency of intramolecular vibrational redistributio
~IVR! among a set of oscillators?

A. Comparison with Klots’ theory

Following Klots,1,3,58,59many authors have parametrize
KERDs by the empirical equation

P~e!4en exp~2ae!, ~11!

where the exponentn is assumed to vary between 0 and 1.
value of n close to zero generates a two-dimensional~2-D!
Boltzmann distribution. This has been found, e.g., in the d
sociation of methyl iodide ions.1,60,61Values ofn close to 1
generate 4-D distributions, which are expected to be suita
for H-atom loss reactions.1 However, in the case of loosel
bound systems, Lifshitz has consistently found values cl
to 0.5.62–65

Note that the maximum of the distribution~11! takes
place ateM5n/a. An alternative to Eq.~11! could been(1
2e/E)s whose maximum falls ateM5nE/(s1n).

In the maximum entropy method, the KERDs would
parametrized as, e.g.,e1/2exp(–l1 e1/2)exp(2ae), which ad-
mits its maximum ateM'(1/2a)(12l1/A2a), or, alterna-
tively, as e1/2exp(2l1 e1/2)(12e/E)S, which admits its
maximum ateM'E/(2s11)2l1 @E/(2s11)#3/21¯ .

Therefore, the valuen50.5 ~3-D distribution! is seen to
correspond to the fully statistical prior distribution (l1

50). This implies that weak constraints, if any, operate
cluster evaporation. By contrast, KERDs closer to a 2-D d
tribution are usually ascribed to strong interactions betw
separating fragments. In the maximum entropy langua
they indicate a constrained situation described by a posi
value of the Lagrange multiplierl1 .
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B. Mechanism of phase space sampling

We are faced with an apparent contradiction. On the
hand,e2DS is found to increase and to tend to one as
internal energyE approaches 8 eV. On the other hand,
such a high value of the internal energy, the lifetime is e
pected to be very short and thus to leave little time fo
purely vibrational mechanism.

We interpret this by proposing that, at least for hi
values ofE, energy randomization does not exclusively d
pend on the coupling among vibrational modes brou
about by the anharmonicity of the potential energy surface
the ground state of the molecular ion. It also results from f
radiationless transitions among potential energy surfaces
ternal conversions are known to proceed from conical in
sections with very large rate constants ('1013s21!66 and
these intersections are recognized as a source of chaos
dynamics. Well-studied examples have been found in op
shell systems like NO2 or C2H4

1, whose extremely irregula
spectra are now interpreted as paradigms of molec
chaos.67–70 As the energy increases, the seams between
crossing surfaces are expected to extend over larger por
of configuration space, thereby providing a wide variety
initial conditions for the trajectories in phase space. Th
just as in the case of thermal reactions, energy randomiza
is greatly facilitated by the fact that the initial conditions a
already scattered all over phase space.11,71,72Since, in addi-
tion, the efficiency of anharmonic coupling increases withE,
a nearly uniform distribution of trajectories in phase spa
can be achieved at high internal energies, even if the lifet
is very short.

Nonadiabatic interactions and, in particular, conical
tersections are expected to occur more frequently in the
of ionized molecules than for neutrals~because of highe
densities of states! and to generate stronger vibronic co
pling ~because the off-diagonal elements are larger in op
shell system!.73,74 This may account for the fact that statis
cal theories of unimolecular reactions are found to wo
extremely well in the case of ions. Therefore, mode selec
chemistry is presumably not to be expected in the case
ionized species, unless excitation processes much more
lective than electron-impact or single-photon ionization
used.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main conclusions of this article can be summariz
as follows.

~1! The C2H3
1 ion is a much more floppy species than co

monly thought. As the internal energy increases, sev
vibrational modes are successively transformed to lar
amplitude motions.

~2! What has been attempted here is to extract ene
resolved data from dissociative ionization and to co
pare them with the TPIPECO data of Miller and Bae26

as well as with a study of the metastable dissociati
The maximum entropy method unifies the results o
tained by these different experimental techniques
provides a convincing overall picture.
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~3! A single constraint is sufficient to account for the sha
of the KERDs obtained for the dissociations of io
characterized by different internal energy ranges. T
functional form of the constraint,e1/2, is related to the
momentum gap law.54,55 High translational energy re
lease is disfavored, while energy channeling into ro
tional and vibrational degrees of freedom is favored w
respect to a purely statistical partitioning.

~4! The analysis provides us with the evolution of the e
tropy deficiency and hence the fraction of phase sp
sampled as a function of excess internal energy. T
important point is that the constraint is less effecti
both at very low and at very high internal energies, wh
at intermediate energies it reduces to nearly 75%
fraction of phase space available to the fragments. T
almost complete phase space sampling at high inte
energies is believed to be due not only to the inter
vibrational relaxation but also to fast internal conve
sions that generate chaos.
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APPENDIX: DENSITY OF STATES OF A FLUXIONAL
MOLECULE

Contrary to what might have been expected, there is
sudden increase of the density of states when one degre
freedom suddenly switches from an oscillator to a ro
quantization above a certain critical energyE1 .

Consider the convolution between a first subsystem,
noted the bath, whose density of states is assumed to incr
exponentially with its internal energy,

N1~E!5C exp~aE!.

The second subsystem behaves as a harmonic oscil
below E1 ,

N2~E!5(
j 50

d~E2hn j !, E,E1 ,

and as a rigid rotor above that energy,

N2~E!5~sAE2E1AB!21, E.E1 .

The overall density of states, denotedNconv(E) is ob-
tained by convoluting the two subsystems:
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Nconv~E!5E
0

E

N1~E2x!N2~x!dx

5CeaE(
j 50

E
0

E1
e2axd~x2hn j !dx

1CeaE
1

sAB
E

E1

E e2ax

Ax2E1

dx

5N1~E!~12e2ahn!211
Ap

sABAa
N1~E2E1!

3erf@Aa~E2E1!#.

Compare this result with the situation that would obta
if the oscillator remained harmonic at all energies:

Nhar~E!5N1~E!~12e2ahn!21.

The increase in the density of states brought about by
change in the nature of the second subsystem is negligib
internal energiesE close toE1 , especially ifE1 is large:

Nconv~E!2Nhar~E!

Nhar~E!
5S 2

s D ~12e2ahn!AE2E1

B
e2aE1

@ low values of ~E2E1!#

5
Ap

sABAa
~12e2ahn!e2aE1

@high values of ~E2E1!#.

A similar result is obtained ifN1(E) is parametrized asCES.
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